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Abstract
Objectives
To assess the clinical effectiveness of using a spinal alignment
cushion compared to standardized care in the management of
simple mechanical LBP, whilst laying in the semi-fetal position.
Methods
71 individuals (aged between 18 and 50) with simple mechanical
LBP for at least 3 months were recruited to the 4-week
intervention after screening using the Red Flags and STarT
Back tools. Participants were randomly assigned to either the
control (standardized care) or intervention group (standardized
care plus spinal alignment cushion). Pre and post assessments
were taken using the Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire
(RMDQ) (0-24), to assess physical disability associated with low
back pain; the Core Outcomes Measure Index (COMI) (0-10),
and Patient Reported Outcome Measures that included
measures of sleep quality and comfort as well as back and muscle
pain and stiffness. Questionnaires were completed online using
SNAP survey. Each post assessment was analyzed using
ANCOVA with corresponding pre-assessment as a covariate.

INTRODUCTION
Low back pain (LBP) is a common and costly, worldwide
problem (1-5), experienced by most people at some point
in their life (5-6). In 2010 LBP was estimated to have the
highest impact on global health in terms of years lived with
disability (7), showing a real long-term effect on
individuals. Low Back Pain (LBP) is often related to poor
postural control (8-9) and movement habits, causing an
imbalance of the spine’s supporting structures leading to
tissue overload and the symptoms of pain (10). Individuals
with LBP often report their pain interferes with work, daily
activities, mental health, sleep and overall quality of life
(11-13). For this reason, NICE guidance for the
management of low back pain is not limited to just
pharmacological management but also advises selfmanagement, exercise, orthotics, manual therapy,
acupuncture and psychological therapies (3)
An association between chronic LBP and sleep
disorders has previously been reported (14-16) with sleep
disturbance and pain at night being recognized as clinically

Results
Clinically and statistically significant differences were seen in
the RMDQ (p=0.034) and COMI scores (p=0.008) with the
intervention group showing the greater improvement in scores
over the four-week intervention. Significant differences were
also seen in favor of the intervention group in the frequency
(p=0.004) and intensity of back pain (p<0.001), joint/muscle
stiffness (p=0.046) and intensity of back stiffness (p=0.022).
Conclusions
Overall, results suggest that use of targeted treatments such as a
spinal alignment cushion, for symptoms at night can provide
clinically important and statistically significant improvements
for individuals with LBP with high levels of treatment
satisfaction and adherence.
Keywords:
Low back pain; Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire; Core
Outcome Measures Index; Patient Reported Outcome
Measures; Spine; Sleep

Figure 1. The spinal alignment cushion

important symptoms of LBP (17-19). Within a large
prospective study of 482 LBP patients attending a backpain triage clinic, 44% of the patients complained of some
pain at night, of which 42% experienced pain every night
(20). In addition, a highly significant relationship has been
documented between sleep and pain levels, with 55% of
LBP patients reporting restless/light sleep after the onset of
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4-week follow-up

Groups’ allocation

Participants’ enrolment

Figure 2. CONSORT flow chart illustrating participant enrolment, group allocation and data analyses

Assessed for eligibility (n=106)
Excluded (n=35)
- Red Flags (n=26)
- STarT Back Screening Tool (n=9)
Accepted into the study (n=71)

Randomization

Allocated to control group (n=35)
(standardized care)

Allocated to intervention group (n=36)
(spinal alignment cushion plus
standardised care)

Missing/Excluded Data (n=5)

Missing/Excluded Data (n=5)

- Withdrawn/lost to follow-up (n=4)
- “gained no additional benefit” (n=1)

- Withdrawn/lost to follow-up (n=3)
- “no discernible benefit” (n=1)

- Protocol violation (n=1)
- Incorrectly enrolled into the study
(Identified as “high risk” by Keele
STarT Back Screening Tool)

Protocol violation (n=2)
-Non-related adverse incident (n=1)
(musculoskeletal injury to ribs)
- Recurrent volunteer to studies (n=1)

Data analyzed (n=30)

Data analyzed (n=31)

pain (21). Sleep disruptions have therefore been shown to
have detrimental impacts on quality of life, such as
increasing the severity of pain and negatively impacting
function and mood (22). Harding et al. (20) suggest the use
of targeted treatments specifically for night pain could be
used as a method of reducing the overall distress and
disability associated with individuals with LBP.
Within the research literature the choice of sleep system
is commonly referred to as an influential factor of LBP
with the idea that some sleeping surfaces will provide
better support and comfort than others (10). In a survey of
orthopedic surgeons 95% agreed with this and believed that
a mattress could play a part in the management of LBP,
with 75% recommending a firm to hard mattress to help
provide relief (24). In clinical practice health professionals
routinely advise LBP patients to sleep in a side-lying semifetal position with a cushion or a rolled duvet between their
legs (25). This concept follows the theoretical discussion
of Gracovetsky (27) who proposed that a fetal sleeping
position could help minimize spinal rotation and
potentially reduce mechanical damage to the intervertebral
disc. However, clinical guidance for management of rest
related low back pain is sparse (25, 26).
A spinal alignment cushion aims to improve sleeping
posture and therefore prevent or reduce low back pain by
utilizing the above theory and minimizing spinal rotation
whilst in a side lying position. In a small-scale
biomechanical crossover study of 15 individuals with LBP

(27), the spinal alignment cushion appeared to move
participants into a more neutral position through
biomechanical changes by increasing alignment at the hip
and thoraco-lumbar region. Subjectively the treatment also
brought about improvements in the participants perception
of back stiffness, back pain intensity and sleep comfort
over a 7-day period, however a larger trial is necessary to
further explore clinical outcomes and support these claims.
This study aims to explore the clinical effectiveness of a
spinal alignment cushion in the management of simple
mechanical LBP over a 4-week period when compared to
standardized care advice (28).
METHODS
This was a two-arm intervention trial (control vs.
intervention). A sample size calculation based on a
previous repeated measures study considering the use of a
spinal alignment cushion (29) determined a sample of at
least 30 participants in each arm was required to attain
significance. A total of 71 participants (30 males, 41
females), between the ages of 18 and 50, were accepted
into the study. Participants were recruited from within a
university staff and students through campus-based
advertisements. Volunteers from outside the University
who had heard of the study through word of mouth (due to
the study’s snowballing effects) were also included. If
willing to take part in the study, participants were required
36
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to contact the research team via email. Participants were to
have suffered with LBP for at least three months and have
trouble sleeping.
Participants were screened for eligibility using a Red
Flags screening form (adapted from Greenhalgh & Selfe
2010 (30)) and the Keele STarT Back Screening Tool (31).
Volunteers who exhibited Red Flags or who were classified
as “high risk” according to the Keele STarT back screening
tool (31), were excluded from the study. To reduce the risk
of other age-related factors all participants were between
18 and 50 years of age (30). Exact age of participants was
not recorded to keep response time to a minimum and to
try to reduce drop-out rates. The study was approved by the
University of Central Lancashire Ethics committee and
was performed in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki.
All participants were asked to complete a preintervention assessment providing baseline information on
pain and function levels. All data was collected online
using SNAP Webhost Version 10 (Snap Survey Ltd, UK).
By completing the assessment participants were informed
that they were consenting to be in the study. The
assessment consisted of 3 questionnaires designed for and
previously used in back pain research (23, 26, 32-33).
24-item Roland Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ)
The primary outcome measure was the 24-item Roland
Morris Disability Questionnaire (Scoring range 0-24) (32),
which has been recommended for use in a population with
less functional disability due to LBP (34-37). The RMDQ
can be completed in 5-10 minutes and consists of 24
functional activity limitations due to LBP. The minimal
clinical important difference (MCID) is a change of
30%from baseline.
Core Outcome Measures Index (COMI):
The secondary outcome measure was the 6-item Core
Outcome Measures Index (COMI) (34), which is a selfreport, standardized measurement of outcomes assessment.
The participant is asked to respond to 6 questions about
how they have been feeling over the last week. The items
cover 5 dimensions: symptoms, function, general wellbeing, work disability and satisfaction with care.
Patient Reported Outcome Measure questionnaire
The final outcome measure was the Patient Reported
Outcome Measure questionnaire derived from previous
back pain related sleep studies (23, 27). The questionnaire
assessed sleep comfort, quality of sleep, back pain when
waking and joint or muscle stiffness when waking on an
11-point Likert scale (scores ranging from 0-10).
On completion of the preintervention assessment all
participants were randomly allocated to either the
standardized care “control group” (The Back Book (28)) or
the “intervention group” (spinal alignment cushion plus
The Back Book) for a period of four weeks. The Back
Book (28) was developed to promote a stay-active
approach for LBP patients by providing simple self-help
messages on the benefits of general exercise, such as
walking, which is widely accepted practice in the UK
National Health Service (39). Those allocated to the
intervention group additionally received a spinal alignment
cushion which they were asked to wear whilst sleeping
according to the manufacturer’s instruction. Participants in
the intervention group were also sent a leaflet which
included general information about back pain and

instructions for using the spinal alignment cushion. All
study materials were sent to participants via post.
Group allocation was block randomized by an
independent researcher. The randomization plan was
created for a control group versus a single treatment group
using www.randomization.com. Four weeks after
receiving the intervention materials participants were sent
a follow-up questionnaire to determine any changes in
outcome measures. The post-intervention assessment
comprised the same questionnaires as the pre-intervention
assessment plus a question regarding participant
satisfaction with their overall medical care. Those assigned
to the intervention group were additionally asked 4
questions regarding their use, perceived benefit, comfort of
the cushion and whether they experienced any negative
effects from it. This was included to help evaluate the
potential impact of the cushion on individuals with LBP.
Statistical Analyses
In order to carry out a complete case analysis, all data was
exported to SPSS Version 20 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) for
statistical analysis of all outcome measures (RMDQ score
(32), COMI score (32) and all aspects of the Patient
Reported Outcome Measures questionnaire). Intervention
effectiveness on each post assessment was analyzed using
ANCOVA with corresponding pre-assessment as a
covariate. The distributions of the residuals were examined
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and were found to be
consistent with normality. Statistical significance was set
at P≤0.05. The Kruskal Wallace test was used for the nonparametric analysis of category data. Definite clinical
improvement was shown if the RMDQ score was reduced
by 30% from baseline (40) and complete recovery was
defined by an RMDQ score ≤2 with zero pain (41).

Table 1. Pre/post estimates for controls and cases
Control Group
Intervention Group
Variable
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Back pain at waking up,
11-15
6-10
11-15
0-5c
days/30 days
Sleep quality d
5.5 (2.2)
4.6 (2.4)
4.8 (2.2)
3.5 (2.4)
Sleep comfort d
5.6 (2.1)
4.5 (2.4)
5.2 (2.3)
3.6 (2.2)
Back pain during sleep d
3.0 (2.0)
2.8 (1.9)
2.9 (2.1)
1.5 (1.3)
Joint/muscle stiffness d
3.1 (1.8)
2.6 (1.8)
3.6 (1.9)
2.2 (1.7)
Back stiffness d
4.6 (3.1)
3.7 (3.0)
5.1 (2.9)
2.8 (2.5)b
RMDQ e
5.9 (4.9)
4.4 (4.2)a
4.3 (3.2)
2.2 (2.2)a
COMI d
3.9 (1.6)
3.6 (1.6)a
3.5 (1.1)
2.5 (1.6)a
a
= Significant between group effects (p<0.05); b = MCID attained within group; c
= Significant difference in change (p<0.05); d 0 to 10 points; e 0 to 24 points

RESULTS
A total of 71 participants were accepted into the study, (35
within the control group and 4 in the intervention group),
10 of which (5 in each group) withdrew from the therapy
prior to the end of the intervention period. In the
intervention group 3 participants were lost to follow-up (1
reported no benefit) and 2 participants were lost to protocol
violations (non-related adverse incident, recurrent
volunteer for study). In the control group 4 participants
were lost to follow-up (1 reported no benefit) and 1
participant was a protocol violation (incorrectly enrolled).
Despite the level of non-adherence for purposes of
statistical analysis they were included in accordance with
“intention to treat” principles of analysis. The mean time
37
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DISCUSSION

from receiving the intervention to completion of the postintervention questionnaire was 32.9 days for the control
group and 31.2 days for the intervention group.
Baseline assessments
There was no significant difference between the two
groups in terms of their RMDQ scores (t (49.99) = 1.54, p=
0.13) or their COMI scores (t (50.16) = 0.96, p= 0.34) at
baseline
RMDQ and COMI score
A significant reduction in the primary outcome measure
(RMDQ score) of the intervention group compared with
the control group was seen (F (1, 58) = 4.901, p= 0.03, ηp²=
0.078, indicating a medium effect size. Participants in the
intervention group experienced a mean 48% reduction in
score compared with a 26% reduction in the standardized
care control group. 72% of participants in the intervention
group showed a definite clinical improvement, whilst 37%
of the control group showed definite clinical improvement
(40). Complete recovery however was only seen in 14% of
the intervention group and 11% of the control group (41).
A significant reduction in the mean COMI Score of the
intervention group compared with the control group was
also seen (F (1, 58) = 8.382, p=0.005, ηp²= 0.126), however
this was not seen to be clinically important (42) (Table 1).
Participants who used the cushion for a 4-week period
experienced a mean 34% reduction in score compared with
a mean 9% reduction in the standardized care control
group.
Patient Reported Outcome Measures
There was a significant change in number of nights woken
with back pain for the intervention group (p=0.017) and the
intensity of back pain when waking was significantly
different between groups. There was an overall 48%
reduction in back pain intensity in the intervention group
compared with 7% in the control group (p<0.001). In
addition, a clinically significant (43) difference in back
stiffness when waking was seen between groups, with a
34% reduction in the intervention group (P = 0.022) and a
significant difference was seen in the joint/muscle stiffness
experienced between groups (P = 0.046) (Table 1).
Significant alterations in sleeping position were reported
between the two groups following the 4- week intervention
period. The intervention group significantly increased the
time spent in a side lying sleeping position by 24% (P =
0.002) and reduced the time spent on their back by 37% (P
= 0.001). No change was seen within the control group
(Table 1).
On average the participants perceived the cushion to be
beneficial and comfortable with a trend towards
“Extremely Beneficial” and “Excellent Comfort”. The
intervention group reported to have used the cushion
frequently over the 4-week period, with a trend towards
“Every Night” and the intervention group were
significantly more satisfied with the overall medical care
provided (p<0.005). Adverse effects reported by the
participants included; an increase in temperature at the
knee associated with the cushion (n=5), shoulder and hip
pain similar to that of bed sores (n=1) and a mild allergic
reaction (n=1).

The results of this randomized control trial identify the
spinal alignment cushion to have a positive impact on pain
and function levels within individuals with LBP over a 4week period. In agreement with previous findings those
who used the spinal alignment cushion reported significant
improvements in the RMDQ, COMI, frequency and
intensity of back pain and stiffness of the back, joint and
muscles when waking (28).
The RMDQ was the primary outcome measure for this
study and identified a statistically significant difference
between the groups. This suggests that the intervention
produced greater improvement over the control condition,
although both positively influence day-to-day function
levels of individuals with LBP. To further understand
whether these changes in score are relevant to the patient it
is important to consider the minimal clinical important
difference (MCID) (42). Though a change of 5 points on
the RMDQ has previously been calculated as the MCID,
more recently the patient’s initial score has been taken into
consideration and a change of 30% from baseline has been
deemed more suitable, indicating definite clinical
improvement (40). Within this study both the intervention
group and control group surpassed this threshold (control
group 37%, intervention group 72%) identifying that both
groups experienced a clinically important improvement. In
addition, it has been recently defined that complete
recovery may be characterized by complete relief from
pain alongside an RMDQ score of ≤2 (41). The difference
experienced by the intervention group suggests that the
spinal alignment cushion provides a substantially greater
clinical improvement in general pain and function levels of
individuals with LBP compared to standardized advice
alone. This corresponds to the significantly greater
satisfaction levels for overall care experienced by the
intervention group.
This study demonstrates that the cushion used during the
intervention, which was designed for use at night resulted
in a significant reduction in the number of nights woken
with back pain and back stiffness whilst also reducing the
number of nights poor sleep quality was experienced
(Table 1). The significant improvement over the control
group, in both frequency and intensity of symptoms at
night would suggest that the cushion has a greater impact
on night symptoms. A plausible explanation for this could
relate to a change in sleeping posture, as the intervention
group reported spending an additional 24% of their time in
a side lying position during the 4-weeks. These findings
support the work of both Gracovetsky (27) who proposed
that a side-lying semi fetal position could potentially
unload surrounding structures, and a previous
biomechanical assessment of the spinal alignment cushion
(29) which identified participants adopt a more neutral
sleeping position when comparing the spinal alignment
cushion to a control. Significant reductions in symptoms at
night coupled with a clinically important change in RMDQ
score emphasize the relevance of specifically designed
treatments for night pain, and their ability to help improve
overall stress and disability experienced by individuals
with LBP. Despite this, in the current study, the validity of
asking participants to self-report their sleeping positions
should be questioned.
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Within this study considerations should be made for the
severity of pain reported by participants, due to the mean
RMDQ scores for both groups (5.9 and 4.3) being
markedly lower than that previously described in the
literature (mean 9.1 - 12.5) (40, 44). Therefore, it should be
acknowledged that the intervention used within this study
may have a different impact on a population group who
report more severe pain. Future research should identify
the clinical effects of spinal alignment cushions on
different forms of low back pain and also be compared
against other commonly prescribed interventions.
It should also be questioned whether standardized care
was a suitable comparison for the spinal alignment
cushion. The Back Book was chosen for a variety of
reasons. Firstly, participants who took part in the study
only had mild/moderate LBP and so researchers wanted to
make a comparison between two interventions which
targeted this group and provided them with selfmanagement techniques for their pain. Both interventions
may therefore be used before consulting a clinician for
help. Use of the Back Book also meant that the control
condition was easier to standardize and was therefore a
more reliable comparison. This leads on to a related
limitation that the spinal alignment cushion was not
compared with a normal pillow. Therefore, it is not known

whether the spinal alignment cushion adds any further
benefit compared with just using an ordinary cushion.
Future studies should look to investigate this.
Conclusions
Overall, this was a pragmatic study aimed to determine the
clinical effectiveness of a spinal alignment cushion in the
management of LBP over a 4-week period. Future research
may consider how long the pain reduction due to the use of
the spinal alignment cushion lasts, by conducting a
longitudinal study. Consideration could also be given to the
effects of the spinal alignment cushion on the incidence
and duration of sick leave due to LBP. It is concluded that
when compared with general information and guidance on
LBP, a spinal alignment cushion can positively influence a
LBP sufferer’s perception of pain and function and
significantly alter sleeping position. Results of this study
may have implications in that future studies investigating
targeting intervention approaches for symptoms at night
can provide clinically important improvements for
individuals with LBP with high levels of treatment
satisfaction and adherence. Further research is required to
assess the rate of compliance and impact of treatments that
target sleeping position, on other groups of individuals
with LBP and compared against other similar
interventions.
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